Role: Full Stack PHP Laravel Developer
Location: Remote (U.S. based candidates only)
Duration: 3 months @ 10 - 20 hours weekly (with long-term possibility)
Pay: $40 - $50 hourly (DOE)

Summary:
Seeking a proficient Full Stack Laravel & Vue developer, capable to work alongside me (project owner), as well as independently to deliver features for a reservation management and marketplace platform.

The person for this role needs to have commitment to work at least 10 hours per week for the duration of the contract period, barring unforeseen circumstances.

Requirements & Skills:
- Available to occasionally coordinate for working sessions over Google Meet or another remote screen share platform
- 2 + years developing Laravel apps for startups or enterprises
- Sound understanding of the Laravel framework, features, and standard practices
- Fundamental understanding of front-end technologies: HTML, CSS, JS
- Experience with VueJS to construct data driven components
- Build an understanding of the product, components, and future directions, as well as contribute to their definitions and apply good judgements to implementing solutions
- MySQL (or another relational database engine) experience with designing schemas, and optimizations as required
- Comfort working with Git
- Strong debugging and troubleshooting skills
- Have your own computer/laptop and equipment required to complete work

Preferences:
- Local to Tampa or Florida
- Experience developing in a Docker environment
- Familiarity with AWS services, CI/CD environments

Apply by email:
Chris Singh - csingh@nextkourt.com